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To meet the global needs of tuberculosis (TB) control, a nanoELIwell device was developed as a
multifunctional assay for TB diagnosis and drug susceptibility testing. The device integrates on-chip
culturing of mycobacteria, immunoassay, and high-resolution fluorescent imaging. Mycobacterium
smegmatis and Mycobacterium kansasii were used as models of Mycobacterium tuberculosis to evaluate
device integrity by using antigens, Ag85 and ESAT-6, as biomarkers. As a result, the nanoELIwell device
detected antigens released from a single bacterium within 24–48-hour culture. Antimycobacterial
drug-treated M. smegmatis showed significant decreased in Ag85 antigen production when treated with
ethambutol and no change in antigen production when treated with rifampin, demonstrating drug
susceptibility and resistance, respectively. The nanoELIwell assay also distinguished the ESAT-6-secreting
M. kansasii from the non-ESAT-6-secreting M. simiae. The combination of microwell technology and
ELISA assay holds potential to the development of a rapid, sensitive, and specific diagnostics and
susceptibility testing of TB.

T
uberculosis (TB), caused by Mycobacterium tuberculosis (M. tuberculosis), is among the most prevalent and
deadliest infectious diseases world-wide, accounting for 9 million new cases and nearly 1.5 million deaths
annually1. Currently, the time-consuming M. tuberculosis culture (4–8 weeks) remains the gold standard in

the diagnosis of active TB disease as well as the identification of drug-resistance. Smear Acid-Fast Bacilli (AFB)
microscopy is the most common, rapid, and inexpensive screening test; however, it has only 53% sensitivity in
diagnosis of active TB disease2. To date, a rapid and sensitive testing for active TB disease is still highly desirable.
Comparative genomic studies have revealed two genes, ESAT-6 (6 kDa early secretory antigentic target gene) and
CFP-10 (culture filtrate protein 10 gene) exclusively present in several pathogenic mycobacterial species, includ-
ing M. tuberculosis, and non-tuberculosis species (NTM, M. kansasii, M. szulgai, M. marinum, and M. riyad-
hense)3, and consistently missing from all versions of attenuated vaccine strains (Bacillus Calmette-Guérin , BCG)
and most NTM species3. High frequency circulation of CFP-10 and ESAT-6-specific Interferon-c-secreting CD4
and CD8 T lymphocytes have been detected in patients with active TB disease and latent TB Infection4. Based on
these findings, two ESAT-6/CFP-10-based immunodiagnostic kits, T-SPOTH. TB and QuantiFERON-TB, have
been commercialized to detect M. tuberculosis infection. Both of these host-immunity-based tests, however, have
failed in distinguishing between active TB disease and remote latent TB infection (LTBI) due to the immunologic
response from long-lived human memory T cells5. The molecular basis of drug resistance in M. tuberculosis has
been studied extensively, with the primary gene mutations associated with TB resistance to the five first-line drugs
and the four second-line drugs already identified6. The convergence of global data on TB infections has shown,
however, that these known gene mutations cannot explain all of the drug resistant phenotypes, indicating more
drug-resistant gene mutations remain as yet undiscovered. Time-consuming culture-based testing remains the
standard for M. tuberculosis drug resistance identification.

Microwell technology7–10 has been designed to better confine cells into nanoliter volumes for single cell
analyses, including cytokine sensing11,12, measurements of antigen production rates13,14, multiple-antibody
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characterization15, and general single-cell trapping16,17, culture18,19,
and content20–22. The enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay
(ELISA) and microwell technologies have been combined to analyze
the cytokine panels of immune cell response10,14,16,23. The major
advantage of these combined technologies is to significantly increase
the sensitivity and shorten the analytical time by confining the cyto-
kines released from cultured cells within a nanoliter chamber for
ELISA assay. In this study, we design a mycobacteria antigens-based
nanoELIwell device for rapid mycobacterial identification and drug
resistance screening. Our data has shown that this device can suc-
cessfully culture mycobacteria in a nanoliter chamber and analyze
the antigen secretion within 48 hours, which provides an ideal plat-
form for further development of rapid diagnosis of active TB disease.

Results
NanoELIwell design. In order to effectively isolate and confine
mycobacteria, the nanoELIwells were designed to have either a 503

50 mm (154,100 ELIwells/slide, ,0.025 nanoliter per well) or 1003
100 mm (34,825 ELIwells/slide, ,0.1 nanoliter per well) dimensions,
an area small enough to contain sufficient media for the culturing of
one to a few bacteria per nanoELIwell (Figure 1). The device was
fabricated using standard photolithography techniques24 that em-
ploys elastomeric poly(dimetylsiloxane) (PDMS) as the cast on
silicon SPR mold, giving rise to a depth of approximately 10 mm
that is enough to contain a single layer of bacteria. The length
and width of the nanoELIwells can be sized accordingly to the

experiment. As many as 30 small pieces of PDMS nanoELIwells,
each under different conditions, can be mounted onto a single
standard microscope glass slide for high throughput analyses. The
glass slides are coated with epoxides and then functionalized with the
desired antibodies 12 hours prior to bacterial culture. The myco-
bacteria were separated from the liquid culture media through
multiple centrifugation/washing steps with fresh Middlebrook 7H9
Broth media prior to installation onto the nanoELIwell. This step was
critical for the removal of any existing antigens from the media,
resulting in a clear black background in the fluorescent assays. A
10 mL of Middlebrook 7H9 Broth media containing mycobacteria
was added onto nanoELIwells, that were either pretreated with a
fibronectin soak or a three minute oxygen plasma cleaning session.
This step generated a hydrophilic surface for a better media
installation into the nanoELIwells. Afterwards, an antibody-coated
glass slide was mounted onto the nanoELIwells (Figure 1), then
sandwiched by two acrylic plates with 4 screws (Figure 1A). The
whole device was placed inside a biosafety container and cultured
for 24–48 hours at 37uC. At the end of the bacteria culture, the
sandwich was dismantled by carefully separating the nanoELIwells
from the glass slide. The bacteria-containing nanoELIwells were then
vacuum dried for scanning electron microscope (SEM) imaging,
while the glass slides were assayed for fluorescence imaging.
Herein, SEM imaging is to confirm bacterial presence, which will
not be needed for future clinical applications. The experimental
details are described in the Methods Section.

Figure 1 | Design scheme. (1) The nanoELIwell master was fabricated using silicon wafers and standard rapid prototyping techniques. (2) PDMS soft

photolithography was employed to generate the elastomeric nanoELIwells for bacterial cultures. (3) The PDMS was then peeled off from the master and

sized if needed before each experiment. The nanoELIwells were then placed on top of an acrylic plate with holes, which allow for the delivery of oxygen/

CO2 during culture. (4) Bacteria were deposited onto oxygen plasma-treated or fibronectin-soaked nanoELIwells and covered by the antibody-coated

glass slide. (5) The device was then held together with a second acrylic plate (without holes) and cultured for 24–48 hours at 37uC (as shown in Figure A)

before being dismantled for analysis. (6) The glass slide was carefully removed without disturbing the bacteria in the nanoELIwells. (7) The ELISA assay

was conducted with a fluorescently-labeled secondary antibody and imaged using a microarray scanner (Figure B). (8) The nanoELIwells PDMS stamp

were completely dried under a vacuum, coated with a thin layer of gold, and imaged using SEM techniques (Figure C).
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Evaluation of NanoELIwell device with M. smegmatis and antigen
Ag85. To evaluate the function of the nanoELIwell in detection
of mycrobacteria biomarkers, M. smegmatis, a non-pathogenic
laboratory model for M. tuberculosis, and its secreted antigen Ag85
was first used in this study25,26. The culturing procedure and the
device preparation are described in the Methods Section. The Ag85
antibody-coated glass slide was fluorescently imaged (Figure 2A and
B) while the PDMS layer was characterized by using SEM techniques
(Figure 2C). As shown in the fluorescent data (Figure 2A and B), each
nanoELIwell has varying fluorescence signal intensities, indicating
different bacterial loads and/or varying Ag85 antigen secretion rates
in different nanoELIwells. The fluorescence intensities in nano-
ELIwells were correlated with the bacterial loads, which was evi-
denced by aligning the fluorescent images with the bacteria SEM
images of each nanoELIwell (Figure 2C). To better understand the
correlation between the bacterial load and the fluorescence signal
density/intensity in the nanoELIwell, M. smegmatis culture speci-
mens were diluted with a gradient of 1x (1.43105 bacilli), 5x
(2.83104 bacilli), and 10x (1.43104 bacilli) and were cultured in
the nanoELIwells with Ag85 antibody-functionalized glass slide for
24 hours. As expected, the fluorescence intensities/densities on the
glass slides were highly correlated with the bacterial loads in the
nanoELIwells. Importantly, when a single bacterium was cultured
and found in a single nanoELIwell by SEM (Figure 3C), its
fluorescence signal was still detectable (Figure 3F), which clearly
indicates the detection limit down to a single mycobacterium. A
single-cell detection limit was further investigated against AFB
microscopy (Figure 4). SEM images of a diluted sample of bacterial
culture (200 bacilli over a 333mm scanned area) were collected
(Figure 4A and B) and correlated with its fluorescence assay
(Figure 4C) directly indicating single-cell analysis capabilities. This
result was compared directly to AFB microscopy against both Morse
fluorescence stain (Figure 4D) and Ziehl-Neelsen stain (Figure 4E)
techniques, however, samples had to be concentrated by 100x in
order for signal to be visible using the standard microscopy pro-
tocols. There is little to no signal present for the sample (Figure 4D,
large oval) compared to the positive control (Figure 4D, lower left
circle) using the Morse fluorescent stain; this method was concluded
not to be the appropriate method for bacterial detection at this low
of a concentration for M. smegmatis detection. The same sample
concentration was used in Figure 4E using the Ziehl-Neelsen stain,
a method previously shown to be an appropriate method for staining
M. smegmatis27,28. A few bacilli were indeed visible under the 40x
microscopic lens; however the blue color is not as easily detectable
compared to our nanELIwell results. To demonstrate the nano-
ELIwell sensitivity against AFB standard protocols, the same
sample was diluted by 100x (down to approximately 200 bacilli

over the scanned area) and cultured using our nanoELIwell
technology, fluorescently assayed, and imaged (Figure 4F). As
indicated, fluorescent signal was still present even at 100x dilution,
therefore demonstrating approximately 100 fold increase in
sensitivity to standard AFB microscopy. Furthermore, the bacteria
are confined and localized within a 50x50 micron well using our
nanoELIwell device, resulting in a clear signal readout. Though at
a low bacterial concentration, the fluorescent signal is still visible for
easy readout. Single-cell bacterial confinement allows for increase
sensitivity in nanoELIwell assays.

Drug susceptibility and resistance testing by the nanoELIwell
device. To evaluate the capability of the nanoELIwell device in the
detection of mycobacterial drug susceptibility, M. smegmatis was
pre-incubated for 1 hour in liquid media containing ethambutol
(EMB, 8 mg/mL)29,30, then placed into nanoELIwells with the Ag85
antibody-coated glass slides. EMB-untreated M. smegmatis was
mounted onto the same antibody-coated glass slide as the EMB-
treated sample. After 24-hour culture, the untreated M. smegmatis
showed substantial Ag85 antigen secretion with intensive fluore-
scence signals as expected (Figure 5A), while the EMB-treated M.
smegmatis presented significantly weaker fluorescent signals (Figure 5B),
indicating much lower production of the Ag85 antigens compared
with the untreated bacteria. Ethambutol is a bacteriostasis drug that
inhibits bacterial growth31,32. This becomes evident by the decrease in
Ag85 production, as seen by a lower fluorescent signal in Figure 5B
than Figure 5A. Drug resistance was then explored using rifampin
(RIF, 1 mg/mL)33,34 following the same protocol as stated above,
however a significantly more diluted sample was used for single
cell analysis. The concentration of 1mg/mL was chosen for the
experiment because the MIC of RIF has been previously reported
to be 4 mg/mL35. A concentration above the MIC will result in a
susceptible response from M. smegmatis. The RIF-untreated
sample (Figure 5C) showed the same signal profile as the RIF-
treated sample (Figure 5D), evidenced by the same fluorescent
intensity/density; thus, indicating that M. smegmatis has a resistant
response to RIF treatment at that concentration. This data clearly
justified the applicable potential of the nanoELIwell device for rapid
identification and screening for antimycobacteria drug resistance
and susceptibility properties.

NanoELIwell assay for ESAT-6 secreting mycobacteria. The
ESAT-6 antigen is secreted by several pathogenic mycobacterial
species, including M. tuberculosis and M. kansasii. In this study,
M. kansasii was utilized as a laboratory model of ESAT-6 secreting
mycobacteria, while M. simiae (a non-ESAT-6 secreting species) was
used as a control3,36. Both M. kansasii and M. simiae are slow-
growing non-tuberculosis mycobacteria (NTM). The M. kansasii

Figure 2 | M. smegmatis analysis. (A and B) Fluorescent images of Ag85 antigen detected from a 24-hour nanoELIwell culture of M. smegmatis and (C)

SEM images of nanoELIwells containing M. smegmatis. There were approximately 28,000 bacterial cells over the scanned area (5x5 mm). (Insets are

zoomed-in images).
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Figure 3 | Sensitivity assays of nanoELIwell culture of M. smegmatis. (A–C) SEM images of M. smegmatis on nanoELIwells in 3 dilution gradients; A/D:

1x (1.4e5), B/E: 5x (2.8e4), C/F: 10x (1.4e4) over a 5x5 mm scanned area. The insets show zoomed-in images of the individual nanoELIwells (50x50 mm),

which demonstrate the amount of bacteria for each culture. (D–F) Scanning fluorescence data of the respective nanoELIwell showed above, visually

demonstrating the correlation between the fluorescent signal density/intensity and bacterial loads in each nanoELIwell.

Figure 4 | Detection limit of nanoELIwell technology down to single-cell level. (A) SEM image of M. smegmatis at a low concentration, 200 bacilli over a

3x3mm scanned area of nanoELIwells. (B) A zoomed-in SEM image highlighting the single bacterium in each nanoELIwells. (C) Scanning fluorescence

data of nanoELIwell of samples from (A)/(B), visually demonstrating the correlation between the fluorescent signal density/intensity and bacterial loads

in each nanoELIwell. (D) AFB fluorescence smear (Morse stain) demonstrating poor signal quality even for the positive control in the lower left of the

slide. Samples of M. smegmatis in the larger oval are undetectable at this concentration using this method. (E) AFB smear microscopy (Ziehl-Neelsen

stain) at 40x magnification. (F) Scanning fluorescence data of a sample that is 100x more diluted than samples in D and E, demonstrating that the

nanoELIwell technology has a detection limit that is at least 100-fold more sensitive than AFB microscopy, which calculated to be roughly 200 bacterial

cells per sample load.
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and M. simiae were cultured in two separate nanoELIwell devices
with ESAT-6 antibody-functionalized glass slides for 48 hours. The
fluorescence data revealed the secretion of ESAT-6 antigen from M.
kansasii with intensive signals (Figure 6A), while no ESAT-6
antigens were detected from M. simiae (Figure 6E). The SEM
images for M. kansasii (Figure 6 B–D) and M. simiae (Figure 6 F–
H) showed the bacterial presence in both nanoELIwells. This data
clearly indicates that the ESAT-6-based nanoELIwell device is able to
identify ESAT-6 secreting mycobacteria within a short culture time,
which holds a great potential to develop a rapid screen test for active
TB disease with a higher sensitivity and specificity compared with the
traditional AFB smear microscopic test.

Discussions
TB, especially drug resistant TB disease, remains on the top of public
health concerns globally. Rapid identification and drug suscepti-
bility testing of TB disease is one of the priorities among global TB
control efforts. Our study aims to meet these needs by utilizing latest
microwells and immunoassay technologies. Results from this study
has shown that the nanoELIwell device, designed by combining
microwells and ELISA technologies, successfully integrates four
advantages together, including rapid culturing of slow-growing
mycobacteria, a high specificity with antigen-based immunoassay,
a high sensitivity (single mycobacterium detection) with high-
resolution fluorescence scanning of up to 154,100 ELIwells per slide,

and a rapid screening of drug resistance/susceptible of mycobacteria.
These advantages hold a great potential towards the development of a
high throughput/automatic identification assay of active TB disease
and anti-TB-drug resistance/susceptibility.

A limitation of this ESAT-6-based nanoELIwell is that several
pathogenic mycobacteria species secrete ESAT-6 antigen, which
may lower the specificity for TB diagnosis. M kansasii, the most
common ESAT-6-releasing NTM can cause a chronic pulmonary
infection that resembles pulmonary tuberculosis. M. kansasii infec-
tion is the second-most-common nontuberculous opportunistic
mycobacterial infection associated with AIDS, surpassed only by
M. avium complex (MAC) infection37,38. Additional methods, e.g.
16S rRNA gene sequence analysis will be needed for species iden-
tification of pathogenic mycobacteria in the immunocompromised
patients. However, in countries with high TB prevalence, like China,
the M. kansasii accounts for approximate 0.12% of pulmonary
TB suspects without HIV/AIDS39. Therefore, the ESAT-6-based
nanoELIwell assay still has a relatively higher specificity compared
with the conventional TB diagnostic assays. Further clinical evalu-
ation of the nanoELIwell device with M. tuberculosis will be able to
confirm its capability and lead to applications in diagnostic practice.

Methods
Materials. SuperEpoxy2, Protein Printing Buffer, Washing Buffer, Rinsing Buffer,
Reaction Buffer, BlockIT, and the Microarray High-Speed Centrifuge used for
microarray analysis were purchased from ArrayIt (Sunnyvale, CA, USA). The

Figure 5 | Drug susceptibility and resistance assays. Fluorescence data of (A) EMB-untreated and (B) EMB-treated (8 mg/mL) M. smegmatis cultured in

ELIwells for 24 hours. The insets are zoomed-in images. Each ELIwells are 50x50mm. The lack of detectable fluorescence in (B) indicates no release or little

release of antigens due to bacterial stasis. Fluorescence data of (C) RIF-untreated and (D) RIF-treated (1 mg/mL) M. smegmatis cultured in ELIwells for

24 hours. Each ELIwells are 50x50 mm. The lack of detectable difference in fluorescence intensity between (C) and (D) indicates bacterial resistance to

rifampin treatment.
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hybridization chambers used for antibody loading were purchased from Corning
Incorporated (Lowell, MA, USA). Megaposit SPR 220-7 positive photoresist and
Microposit MF-CD-26 Developer were obtained from Rohm and Haas Electronic
Materials (Midland, MI, USA). RTV 615 poly(dimetylsiloxane) (PDMS) were
purchased from Momentive (Columbus, OH, USA). All antibodies (ESAT-6, AG85,
and Mouse IgG-Cy3) were purchased from Abcam (Cambridge, MA, USA). High
resolution photomasks were designed using AUTOCAD by Autodesk (San Rafeal,
CA, USA) and were printed onto high-resolution chrome transparencies by Photo-
sciences Incorporated (Torrance, CA, USA). Trimethylchlorosilane (TMCS),
hexamethyldisilazane (HMDS), and AFB control and test slides were purchased from
Fischer Scientific (Pittsburg, PA, USA). Lowenstein-Jensen agar slants, Middlebrook
7H9 Broth media, Ziehl-Neelsen stain kit, and Morse stain kit, ethambutol, and
rifampin were purchased from BD Biosciences (Sparks, MD, USA). M. smegmatis was
purchased from ATCC (Manassas, VA, USA). M. kansasii and simiae were from
Molecular TB Laboratory, Department of Pathology and Genomic Medicine, The
Methodist Hospital Research Institute (Houston, TX).

Device fabrication. The 38,525 (100 mm x 100 mm) and 154,100 (50 mm x 50 mm)
nanoELIwell arrays were generated by using AutoCAD (AutoDesk), and printed onto
mask transparencies. Based on the standard rapid prototyping techniques40, The
masters were fabricated by using hexamethyldisilazane-treated silicon wafers that was
spin coated (1500 rpm, 40 s) with Megaposit SPR 220-7 positive photoresistant
materials, up to a 10-mm thickness. The silicon wafers were soft baked and irradiated
with UV light rendering the exposed photoresistant materials soluble in Microposit
MF-CD-26 Developer. After washing and drying, the silicon masters were treated
with an anti-adhesive agent, trimethylchlorosilane (TMCS), via vapor reaction for
one hour. NanoELIwells were prepared from RTV 615 poly(dimetylsiloxane)
(PDMS) using soft photolithography techniques24. The base and curing agents were
mixed (10:1) by weight, degassed in a vacuum chamber, and cured (80uC for 1 hour).
The nanoELIwell arrays were cut and removed from the masters directly before
experimentations.

Functionalization of capture antibody on glass surface. The SuperEpoxy 2 epoxide-
coated glass slides were incubated with 100 mL of 2 mg/mL antibodies suspended in
Protein Printing Buffer via a hybridization chamber at 4uC overnight. The following
day, the functionalized slides were washed with Washing Buffer and Rinsing Buffer

before incubating in 10 mL Blocking Buffer at room temperature for 4 hours. After
blocking, the slides were washed again and rinsed before bacterial loading and
culturing.

Bacterial loading and culturing. The nanoELIwells were either oxygen plasma
treated or fibronectin soaked directly before bacterial loading. Depending on the
experiment, the PDMS can be guillotined down to the desired size for high-
throughput assays in as many as 1 to 30 different conditions all on a single
functionalized glass slide.

In a typical on-chip test, a 10 mL-culture sample of mycobacterium was collected
and centrifuged. The bacteria were washed 3 times with fresh Middlebrook 7H9 Broth
media to remove the existing antigens. Afterwards, 3–10 mL of bacterial
re-suspensions were dropped directly into the center of the pretreated nanoELIwells
and allowed the bacteria to settle into the wells for 3 minutes, before the functiona-
lized glass slides were then placed on top of the nanoELIwells. The nanoELIwells and
glass slides were sandwiched between two acrylic plates and held by 4 screws. The
sandwiched devices were placed into humidified culture plate and cultured in an
incubator at 37uC (5% CO2) for 24–48 hours.

Fluorescence analysis. Each sandwiched devices were carefully dismantled by lifting
the glass slides off of the nanoELIwells without disturbing the cultured bacteria. The
nanoELIwells released from the assay were dried under a vacuum for SEM analysis.
The glass slides were washed and rinsed (ArrayIt Wash and Rinse Buffer) and blocked
(BlockIt) for 2 hours at room temperature. This second blocking procedure with
blocking buffer was applied on the glass slide. Without this second blocking step, the
background might be noticeably higher. The glass slides were subsequently washed
and rinsed before incubation with 2.5 mg of primary antibodies specific to the target
antigen in 10 mL Reaction Buffer at room temperature for 2 hours. Another round of
wash and rinse were conducted before the final incubation of the glass slides with
2.5 mg of secondary antibodies in 10 mL Reaction Buffer at room temperature for
2 hours. The slides were then subjected to the final round of wash and rinse and spun
dried using a Microarray High-Speed Centrifuge. Fluorescence results were collected
using a GenePix 4000B Microarray Scanner. The PDMS nanoELIwells (after drying)
were visually aligned with the fluorescence images in order to better identify the area
of interest for SEM imaging.

Figure 6 | NanoELIwell distinguishing assay for ESAT-6 secreting Mycobacteria. EAST-6 secreting M. kansasii presented intensive signals on

NanoELIwells coated with ESAT-6 antibody (A), but no signal from non-ESAT-6 secreting M. simiae (E) from a 48 hour nanoELIwell culture, insets are

zoomed-in images. The inset in (E) displays 5 mm resolution pixels of the microarray scanner limit, indicating only background noise and no detectable

signal. SEM images (B–D) of nanoELIwells contained M. kansasii in 100x100 mm ELIwells and SEM images (F–H) contains M. simiae in 50x50 mm

ELIwells.
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SEM imaging and bacterial counting. The nanoELIwells were guillotined into
smaller pieces (if needed), sputter coated with 15 nm Au, and mounted onto stubs
before imaging. A typical 3x3 mm or 5x5 mm area is scanned by capturing zoomed-in
images of the wells for bacterial counting. The entire area of interest containing the
bacterial sample is scanned resulting in 100 s of images per assay. These zoomed-in
images are manually stitched together, as shown in Figure S1, before counting. The
bacterial concentrations are reported as bacterial numbers per sample.
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